
Support for Capability Maturity Model Integration 

This is the sixth in a series of articles on how Rational Collaborative Lifecycle Management (CLM) 
solutions support software development compliance.   

Many organizations choose to assess and improve their software development capability using the 
Capability Maturity Model Integration, CMMI™.  

From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capability_Maturity_Model_Integration, Capability Maturity Model 
Integration (CMMI) is a process improvement approach. CMMI can be used to guide process 
improvement across a project, a division, or an entire organization. Processes are rated according to 
their maturity levels, which are defined as: Initial, Managed, Defined, Qualitatively Managed, Optimizing. 
Currently supported is CMMI Version 1.3. CMMI is registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office by 
Carnegie Mellon University. 

This article assumes an understanding of the fundamental concepts of CMMI™, including process areas, 
specific goals, specific practices and generic goals and practices. 

Reference CMMI™ for Development, Version 1.3 
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/library/abstracts/reports/10tr033.cfm 

Due to the nature of the specific practices, some are easily implemented and proven through use of 
dashboard widgets.  Other specific practices require the use of tasks to schedule the work, capture the 
status and capture the results of the practice.  You will see examples of each in the following sections. 

Part 1: Using Dashboard Widgets  

Many of the specific practices in CMMI™ are about maintaining trace links between work products to 
ensure completeness and to assess impacts of changes.  Before integrated lifecycle management 
solutions, much of the artifact tracing work was performed manually with a tedious, error prone process 
and a required deliverable or artifact often called the trace matrix. With the Rational CLM solution, these 
trace relationships are not only easy to create and maintain, they can easily and unobtrusively be 
observed and reported on through use of dashboard widgets, which are essentially customizable queries 
into the project information. 

For example, in the CMMI Requirements Management Process Area, Specific Practice 1.4 (SP 1.4) is 
supported by the linking of requirements to test cases.  One of the out of the box dashboard widgets is 
configured here to show the requirements traced to test cases.  In the IBM CLM Money That Matters 
sample application, test cases are named the same as the requirements to which they are linked in order 
to make the use of the sample easier.  But in your environment, they may very well have different names.  
Regardless, the icons for the elements give an easy clue to their type (e.g., Requirement type of 



 

 

resource, or a Test Case type of resource). 

 

In the second widget shown above, we are ensuring that every requirement has an associated plan item.  
In this case, the fact that no plan items are displayed in the widget result set is a good thing – all 
requirements in this project have an associated plan item. 

With these widgets, it is also easy to see the details of the elements.  When we mouse over the link to a 
given element, the rich hover capability shows us the key information about that element (without having 
to navigate to it), as shown here.  



 

Many of the CMMI™ specific practices are already a natural part of the use of the Rational CLM solution, 
so the dashboard widgets make it extremely easy to prove adherence to those practices. 

The IBM Rational CLM solution incorporates many of the same principles of CMMI and elements the 
specific goals, practices, etc. advocate or require. This net benefit of this is that many of the IBM CLM 
widgets lend themselves to proving CMMI compliance 

Part 2: Using Tasks 

Some of the work in a mature process requires a project team to perform tasks that capture some 
information that provides guidance for the project team.   

A great example is the Requirements Management Specific Practice 1.1-2 that requires a project to 
establish objective criteria for the evaluation and acceptance of requirements.  So this is a “once-
per-project” activity the result of which is intended to be re-used throughout the project lifecycle or 
can even be something defined and re-used at an organizational level.  

To support this practice, we create a task that will be used to manage this activity.  Here we can see 
the task, with associated ownership and scheduling information. 



 

 

 

In this example, we have captured the output from the activity in the Discussion part of the task.   

 

 



We could have just as easily captured the results of the task in a file and linked it directly to the task.  
We also have the option to link to the file managed in the source code management part of Rational 
CLM. 

The use of tasks to define and plan work that needs to be done, the status of the work, and the 
resulting artifact(s) enables the team and other stakeholders to see the CMMI™ work in the project 
enactment environment where they are working day-to-day.  The collaboration capabilities like 
comments and reviews can be used to weave the process maturity tasks into the daily work of the 
team.  This facilitates the ease of adoption of mature practices, while streamlining and improving the 
work of the team.  A great example of how to incorporate process maturity work for the team is the 
“define requirements evaluation criteria” work item that results in an artifact that captures the criteria 
to be used for each requirements review.  When a requirements review is started, the review 
construct can link directly to the evaluation criteria captured in the work item. 

Part 3: Using Work Item Templates 

We have seen how dashboard widgets and work items together can cover the work of implementing 
and proving process maturity such as defined by the CMMI™.  Now how can we get these 
dashboards and tasks ready to use for a project team? Welcome to work item templates! 

After we construct the set of dashboard widgets and tasks that support the activities and proof of 
adherence for a process area, a project administrator simply creates one or more work item 
templates from the example work items.  Creation of work item templates is accomplished through 
the Rational Team Concert Eclipse client. These work item templates can be exported from the 
project and then imported into each project area that needs to adhere to that process maturity 
standard. 

Here, for instance, we highlight the work item template that supports the tasks used to implement 
and prove adherence to Specific Goal 2 of the Project Planning process area. 

 



 

 

Note that we also created work item templates for a set of tasks that specify the dashboard widgets to 
configure for each process area. 

Now, when I start a new project, I simply create new work items from the work item template and the 
team is ready to go on its quick trip to process maturity. 

 

 

We provide these work item template examples in the process template for RTC v 4 provided here: 
https://jazz.net/wiki/bin/view/Main/CompliantSoftwareDevelopment 

An alternative to using work item templates, dashboard widgets can be configured and shared in a 
process template. 

Summary 

In this article we show how the traceability, collaboration and transparency provided by the IBM 
Collaborative Lifecycle Management solution easily facilitates adoption of and proof of adherence to 
software development maturity.  Our examples, using the CMMI for Development™, show the use of 



dashboard widgets, work items and work item templates as the specific constructs used in the tools to 
support the process maturity standard. 


